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Sustainable 
prosperity is possible, 
but not predestined. 

Australia is
free to choose.
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AUSTRALIAN AVERAGE ANNUAL TEMPERATURE FOR 1910 TO 2100 
RELATIVE TO PRE-INDUSTRIAL (1850-1900 AVG) CONDITIONS

IMPLICATIONS OF EXTREME EVENTS FOR FARM 
PROFITABILITY (INDEX 2017=100)
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Everpresent climate threat
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The greatest opportunity for boosting farm yield lies in 
the hastening of yield gap closing (Fischer et al. 2014)
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Efficiency –buzz - circular economies , waste and recycling focus here on the ‘yield gap’.  yields less than those that can be achieved by using the best adapted crop varieties with the best current crop and land management practices for a given environment –  inefficiency – not as much product has been produced for the input.  Complex and variable – this is where you look first.   increased N , earlier sowing , slower maturing varieties.  over fertilised with P – and in others quite the reverse.  all inputs in a systemised solution.  you need the capacity to make this call – over and over again.  
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Genes  new ideas and imagination in genetics and tools concentrate on traits / characteristics of  new varieties or even new crops – 
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Homi Kharas, Bookings Institute, 2017

Below the red line = an extra 
$97 million for Australian 

canola growers
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growth in Asia the chance?  Asia Pacific now 36% – by 2030 57% - next decade capitalise. claim the high ground environmentally, socially both mean it and prove it.  Australia’s canola biodiesel –Fortuitous?  Aim to hit and drive these standards, then marketing changes provenance studies:Origin (Location) Safety (Adulteration)Identity (Species)isotopic and genetic markers proxies, such as infrared scans, strong data links. But only if we mean it!
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 services taken for granted.  warned that water reliability for irrigation likely to fall –  acidification – have production direct effectsplus: whole value chain > provenance story –financing will follow good environmental and quality narratives.  Energy: hydrogen economy is emerging –the potential on farm may be realised.
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Digital Ag – the other area of current excitement: new buzz terms – like nano soil sensors, robot pest controllers, nanodrones, holobiomics . . .  really leap in knowledge – and, the capacity to act on that – knowledge driven adaptability Precision to decision – really means a revolution in relevant knowledge
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Modelled Canola Yield
400mm Rain
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Can we weave some of these strands together?Ag Data Challenge – opportunity to design the bespoke solution.   corporate farmer Data competent people what the farm could tell the manager – returns per paddock, farm unit and so; what were the inputs over the season; what did we use our machine hours to do.
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This can add up to a ‘knowledge and capacity’ revolution

Unprecedented knowledge of the status of the farm – and new capacity to do 
something about it 
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this was just a start  where this could all be heading.  knowledge tool for each farm – built from the farm and tailored to the farm’s needs. other elements of the ‘wedge’.  What does a wider genetic choice mean for this farm?  Where would you gain from varieties with specific characteristics that matched the variation in water supply, microclimate, acidity levels and so on. powerful provenance marketing story identify the growing environment and the quality characteristics of your product – fingerprint it and carry that label through to a high return market. natural capital of the farm can be characterised and monitored over time – long term productive capacity is being maintained or increased – convince investors of that.       even simpler example  Virtual Irrigation Academy heart is a soil moisture sensor called the Chameleon – that gives real time information of soil moisture.  individual farmers match water supply to need – in individual farms and across irrigation schemes, yields are increased and less water used.  It produces happiness! more potent mix of climates, markets, needs and demands, a richer mix, than we have hitherto dealt with.   But we have never before had this opportunity to free our minds – because we can make our systems better tuned to us.    And it seems we will need to do that to make the 100b . . .
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